
 

Science 
Term 1: Our first science topic will be ‘materials’. 
We will identify a range of common materials and 

their purposes. We will also experiment with 
different materials and focus on changings them.  

Term 2: Next, we will learn about living things and 
their habitats. We will learn about different 
habitats and the features of living things and 
evaluate how animals adapt to their habitats.                                            
Material, suitability, living, habitat, adaption  

Maths 
Term 1: Number and Place Value; including 

counting, comparing numbers and solving word 
problems. Addition and Subtraction; including 

recalling addition and subtraction facts, column 
method, solving word problems.                           

Term 2: Addition & Subtraction, Multiplication and 
Division; developing fluency.                                 

Add, subtract, compare, inverse, commutative 

 

English 
Term 1: The children will become architects and 

design a town. They will describe the houses, create 
for sale adverts, write a letter to the developers 
detailing their town, and create an information 

leaflet on the town to attract home buyers. They 
will then create a PowerPoint about their town to 

share with their peers.                                               
Term 2: The children will focus on planning and 

writing their own story. They will also learn how to 
write and follow simple instructions. 

The children will listen to class stories, read 
regularly and have focused sessions on developing 

their spellings. 

PE                                   
Term 1: Multi skills;       

we will be working on 
throwing, catching, 

target practise and using 
a range of familiar 

equipment.                 
Term 2: Dance                                   

Throw, catch, hit, target 

 

Topic                                              
During the first two terms, we will think 
about homes from a geographical and 

historical perspective. We will compare 
homes around the world and consider 

how they are similar or different to those 
in our locality. We will look at homes 

past and present and consider how, and 
why, they have changed over time.    

Home, House, Past, Present, Address                                                                             

Religious Education 
Term 1: We will consider which 
stories are special to Christians, 

thinking about how Christians learn 
from parables in the Bible.  

Term 2: During this term, we will 
think about Christmas traditions and 

why they are important now. 
Christmas, special, Jesus, Bible, story 

Design Technology 

Term 1: The children will their own town; 
they will consider a design criterion, map the 

town and then use materials and ICT to 
create a model of their design. They will then 

evaluate their design.                                    
Term 2: The children will design, make and 

evaluate a pop-up card and Christmas 
decoration.                                                  

Design, criteria, evaluate, make, model 

Personal and Social Development 

Our learning over the first two terms will focus 
on ‘kindness and bullying’. We will be thinking 

about being kind to others and the world 
around us. We will consider what things we 

already do that is kind and consider what else 
we can do too.                                       

Kindness, friendship, care, bully 

Music 

This term pupils will be listening and appraising songs as 
well as composing their own ‘mood’ beat track using 
Quickbeats, based on the song 'Happy'. In particular 
they will focus on the effect that texture (layering), 

tempo (speed) and timbre (quality of the sound) have 
on the character and mood of the track. 

Key words - Genre, mood, texture, tempo, timbre Computing –   Using technology purposefully and safely, with a focus on E-Safety.    Technology, Safety 


